ABOUT THE ELECTRONIC JOURNAL
The e-journal LA SOCIOLOGÍA EN SUS ESCENARIOS is an international journal published in the
Spanish language which promotes rapid communication among social researchers and
sociologists. The first issue was published on February 2nd, 1998.
The e-journal is published by the Centre of Public Opinion – CEO - at the Antioquia University of
Medellín, Colombia. The e-journal single issues include contributions to general sociological topics
and research areas, but the journal has also issues focusing on special themes i.e., today's
problems under political and sociological discussion.
Comprehensive review essays explicate innovative trends within Colombia and international social
sciences and inform about the state of the art in central sociological fields.
The e-journal LA SOCIOLOGÍA EN SUS ESCENARIOS is devoted to empirical as well as
theoretical research in social sciences and related fields of study. It is published two times a year.
The e-journal was founded in 1998 as the first electronic sociological journal in Colombia on
initiative of the Centre of Public Opinion of the Universidad de Antioquia.
The journal is understood as a general sociological research journal publishing contributions from
diverse sociological fields, including all varieties of sociological topics. Right from the start, it was
the journal's declared aim to enhance the discussion and further solution of central research
methods problems in the light of contemporary theoretical and societal developments. Research
and analyses on transformation and culture will also form a vital part of the journal's future.
Welcome to The e-journal La Sociología en sus escenarios: focusing on theoretical, empirical and
methodological discussions which engage with current political, cultural and intellectual topics and
debates.
A FORUM FOR APPLIED SOCIOLOGY
The journal publishes high quality applied sociology, focusing on theoretical, empirical and
methodological discussions which engage with current political, cultural and intellectual topics and
debates.
The journal brings together peer-reviewed articles and debates concerned with the application of
sociological forms of analysis to a wide range of public issues and private concerns. This
demonstrates the wide social relevance of sociological research and theory to contemporary social
issues. Articles use the innovative means of reporting empirical sociological research opened up by
the World Wide Web.
Fully Peer Reviewed Submissions are fully refereed in the usual way according to the standards of
leading international journals.
Reviews Section The e-journal La Sociología en sus escenarios includes a reviews section,
featuring articles and book reviews, which cover the latest publications in the discipline.
The e-journal LA SOCIOLOGÍA EN SUS ESCENARIOS is supported by the Centre of Public
Opinion of Universidad de Antioquia, Medellin, Colombia.
Review articles on suitable areas of sociological inquiry are commissioned by the Editors of the
journal in consultation with the Review Editors. They will be subject to peer review and will normally

not exceed 5,000 words. Books and research papers reviews are also commissioned but are not
subject to the full review process. Reviews are between 500 and 1,000 words in length.

Collections
Thematic Collections
These collections have been created from articles published in issues of La Sociología en sus
escenarios, gathered together around particular thematic concerns. They are not, however, a
definitive index of topics or themes published by the journal. The contents and topics of the
thematic collections are regularly updated as new material is published.
Quantitative Researching: Issues and Debates
Theoretical and Methodological Issues in Quantitative Research
Research Resources
Using Computers in Sociological Research
Contemporary Sociology
Social Welfare
Applied research at Centre of Public Opinión - CEO –
Electronic Database of Sociological Research
Thematic Reviews
These are collections of articles that have been published in previous issues of La Sociología en
sus escenarios, accompanied by a critical introduction / review by a guest editor. Thematic reviews
draw together articles on a particular theme or topic area, and situate these within a broader
context.
The editors of the journal are happy to discuss suggestions for thematic reviews with potential guest
editors. Please contact the editorial office of the journal ceo@quimbaya.udea.edu.co
SUBMITTING AN ARTICLE TO THE E-JOURNAL
LA SOCIOLOGÍA EN SUS ESCENARIOS: focusing on theoretical, empirical and methodological
discussions which engage with current political, cultural and intellectual topics and debates.
Submissions should be in the following form: (a) full length articles normally of 5,000 to 8,000 words
in length, plus hypertext attachments. (b) shorter articles (up to 3,000 words plus hypertext
attachments) in the form of contributions to the debates section of the journal.
For further information on how to submit papers see our website www.ceo.udea.edu.co or contact:
ceo@quimbaya.udea.edu.co
The preferred formats are Word and PDF, but formats from most mainstream applications should
be acceptable. Articles should be accompanied by an abstract, set of up to 10 keywords, brief
biography and full set of cited references.
Please submit articles by emailing a file attachment to:
revistaceo@gmail.com

